In recognition of the ongoing nature of Charter Article V.C Legislative District organizations
(‘LDs’) and pursuant to the authority granted to the SCC by Article XII.C of the Bylaws the SCC
adopts the following rules regarding adoption by LDs of any new geographic boundaries
resulting from the 2021 decennial redistricting:
For all Party operations LDs geographic boundary changes required by the adoption by the
Legislature or Supreme Court of a 2021 redistricting plan shall be effective upon the adoption of
the plan, provided:
1. LDs have 45 days to begin meeting within their new boundaries that are adopted for
elections occurring in November of the year 2022 and beyond. The State Party will
work with the leadership remaining in each LD to provide contact information for the
new cohort of PCOs.
2. The terms of office of elected and appointed PCOs are unaffected by any precinct
boundary changes related to the 2021 redistricting
3. SCC members previously elected by the LD remain in office for the duration of the
terms to which they were elected
4. The term of office of any other individual whose election is regulated by Article IX.B
of the Bylaws (i.e. only PCOs may vote in the election) is unaffected by the change
of geographic boundaries unless the elected and appointed PCOs residing within the
new boundaries determine by majority vote at the first post-redistricting meeting that
a new election shall be held for that office.
5. Under PDC guidelines, ownership and control of the bank accounts and other assets
of an LD is unaffected by redistricting and all such assets remain the property of the
LD.
6. An LD’s bylaws continue in effect unless:
a. More than one-third of the PCOs residing within the new LD boundaries do
not reside within the old LD boundaries; and
b. By majority vote, the PCOs at the first meeting of the new LD determine that
the LD’s complete bylaws shall be replaced with the complete bylaws of a
former LD of one or more of the new PCOs.
7. By majority vote, the PCOs at the first meeting of the new LD may amend the bylaws
to adjust geography and boundaries in the bylaws.

